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Getting Rid Of That 
 
 

Often when houses are closed up for long periods 
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House 

 

 

Smell 

of time with limited ventilation, odors get trapped 
and become more noticeable. This is particularly 
true with houses that have been smoked in, have 
pets or crawlspaces. There is a simple remedy 
to treat the interior of the home called OZONE. 
Ozone is generated with a machine and is typically 
used by carpet cleaning companies that specialize 
in flood restoration. 

 

Ozone machines produce ozone gas which 
“oxidizes” spores and dander in the environment. 
Devices generating high levels of ozone, some 
of which use ionization, are used to sanitize and 
deodorize uninhabited buildings, rooms, ductwork, 
and boats. 

In the U.S., air purifiers emitting low levels of ozone 
have been sold, but are not recommended due to 
health issues of exposing the sensitive soft tissues 
of the upper respiratory system. 

Recommend consulting with a qualified restoration 
company regarding ozone treatment for the building 
when it is not occupied. Typically ozone treatments 
can last up to three days and can be concentrated 

into a single room with windows, doors closed and 
no other ventilation during the treatment process. 
More than one ozone generator may be required to 
treat the entire home. It is necessary to increase the 
levels of ozone in the building to permeate all porous 
building components. This includes carpet, drywall, 
wood, etc. 

 

As a personal experience, we had a minor water 
infiltration issue in the basement onto a new 
bedroom carpet. The carpet had been wet for 
several days before it was noticed. We tried many 
attempts to get the “musty smell” out of the 
room by changing the carpet underlay, sanitizing 
the floor, and cleaning the carpet. Even after 
deodorizing, the smell returned. We elected to use 
the ozone machine, which we were aware of from 
previous flood restoration projects. We removed 
plants and pets from the building and left for the 

 

weekend with the ozone machine running in the 
room with a closed door. After about three days we 
returned to completely ventilate the house and the 
smell never returned. 
 

As a warning, the process does generate an 
odour which strikes everyone differently. It may 
take several days of ventilating to get the 
ozone smell out of the house. Always follow the 
manufactures directions when using these 
units. This process is not recommended for 
anyone who has respiratory issues. 
 

Recommend reading the information posted on 
Wikipedia regarding ozone gas. 
 

We sincerely wish you a healthy happy home!
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